questions:
* are we auto-detecting if a user
already has RIPL installed? if so, what
is the interaction?
* does content mix live here or in your
stuff?

RIPL web and desktop client interactions
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RDA can be downloaded from
the following site locations:
(1) Upload page
(2) Your stuff
(3) Profile receiver area?
(4) Signed in home page
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* importing stuff?
* music tab?
* address case where screensaver
isn't enabled
- receiver settings are
- receiver sizing (potato, medium,
full size) - also content interaction
sizes would change (animation
scheme changing on certain sizes)

Taskbar menuing on
right or cmd click

RIPL player

RIPL player

RIPL tools

RIPL tools
Set screensaver
RIPL taskbar item

Start menu

Sign in could be automatic if credentials
are passed during installation or if Jane
had kept "remember me" checked"

User flow through RIPL tools
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Setting options during install
process reduces the
possibility that users will get
mired down with tweaking
settings during their first run.

Finishes
installation of
tools

- content mix
- subscriptions(?)
- animation speed

sends credentials
to RIPL tools

Settings dialog includes:
* set RIPL as screensaver?
* start RIPL when computer
launches?

Clicks "RIPL
tools" from
Start menu/
app menu
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** Note: Photos could later support
importing photos from other sources flickr, photobucket, etc.
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upload
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Photos tab "browses" for
photos on
computer**
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upload
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- "browses"
for contacts web or local
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Clicks "RIPL
tools" button
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display "You have X
contacts to upload"
on home screen this statement links
to contacts tab.
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(auto closes)
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upload
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RIPL tools
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sign in
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display "You have X
of photos to upload"
on home screen this statement links
to photos tab.
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Advanced tab
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Jane adds
tags,
captions, etc.

Upload
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upload
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closes)

Jane adds
personal
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who to invite

Invite

successful
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Set as default

successful
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successful
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(auto closes)

RIPL (receiver) interaction map
Content item interactions
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Dotted lines indicate
future functionality or
content types that we
do not yet support
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Future desktop receiver (RIPL) interactions
Widget/small receiver (320x480)

Feed

Player

Feed

Item

Player

Item

Feed

The Blue Scholars just
posted a new track...

+
DJ Busy Hands posted
new tour dates...
iphone
widget path
Patrick just posted 4 photos
in his album called "What I
did on my vacation"
forward

desktop widget path
- pulls up medium
sized receiver with
object enlarged

rate
IM
forward
comment

Item

This is Track 1 from DJ Busy Hands'
Cuddle Saucier. Play the rest of the
album.

BobbyHill
BobbyHill just listened to
Kanye West's Goldigger...

Widget speed on
desktop is set to some
default, which the user
can change under the
"receiver options"
screen.
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save

save
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Play goes back
to player mode
with track already
playing

